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(54) SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR TELEVISION CHANNEL ZAPPING

(57) Method for television channel zapping, the
method comprising the steps of: determining a current
channel and awaiting a channel change request; after a
channel change updating a channel changes register by
adding a record of data identifying said transition from
the current channel to a destination channel including an
associated time and weekday; generating a channel tran-
sitions graph for the current channel wherein each vertex
of the graph denotes a different channel and each edge
of said graph comprises a matrix M is representative of

a number of transitions from a given source channel to
a destination channel; calculating a transition probability
score S from the current channel to the remaining chan-
nels in a current time windows; determining a number of
free television data reception block; selecting f
best-matching channels having the highest transition
probability score S; setting one or more free television
data reception blocks to the one or more best-matching
channels.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a system and
method for television channel zapping. In particular the
present invention relates to a television signal receiver,
such as a set-top box, comprising more than one front-
end (or in general an ability to process more than one
television channel), wherein front-ends other than the
front-end processing the currently watched channel, may
be used in order to facilitate faster channel zapping using
a specified next channel prediction method.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In recent years, STBs having more than one
physical or logical tuner have become common on the
market. Owing to such capabilities, a user may watch
one service/ channel and record another or share another
with an external device such as a tablet/smartphone (sec-
ond screen, multi-room technologies).
[0003] In a typical television system, based on tuning,
demultiplexing and decoding, each channel/service
change requires a change of a tuning frequency of a tuner
as well as synchronization of the received video and au-
dio, which is time consuming and may take for example
5 seconds.
[0004] Systems using unallocated tuners to speed up
channel zapping are known in general, for example such
an unused tuner is pre-tuned to the next channel so as
to anticipate channel change. Nevertheless, simply tun-
ing to the next channel is not always beneficial. For ex-
ample. It will not work when a user is zapping among
channel categories instead of channels per se or when
a user enters directly a channel number, which is more
distant than the number of available tuners.
[0005] In view of the above, it would be advantageous
to provide channels zapping taking into account different
scenarios of zapping applied by users.
[0006] The aim of the development of the present in-
vention is an improved system and method for television
channel zapping.

SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE PRESENT INVEN-
TION

[0007] An object of the present invention is Method for
television channel zapping in a system comprising more
than one television data reception block capable of
processing data of more than one television channel, the
method comprising the steps of: determining a current
channel and awaiting a channel change request; after a
channel change updating channel transitions statistics in
a channel changes register by adding a record of data
identifying said transition from the current channel to a
destination channel including an associated time and
weekday; generating a channel transitions graph for the

current channel wherein each vertex of the graph de-
notes a different channel and each edge of said graph
comprises a matrix M comprising time windows as rows
and weekdays as columns wherein each cell is repre-
sentative of a number of transitions from a given source
channel to a destination channel; calculating a transition
probability score S from the current channel to the re-
maining channels in a current time window based on said
matrices; determining a number of free television data
reception blocks; selecting f best-matching channels
having the highest probability score S; setting one or
more free television data reception blocks to the one or
more best-matching channels.
[0008] Preferably, said calculating a transition proba-
bility score S is based on a weight matrix taking into ac-
count, based on a radius parameter R, the given cell as
well as the cells being direct neighbors of the selected
cell the matrix W.
[0009] Preferably, the method further comprises a step
of bringing the results, of said transition probability score
S to a selected range in case and obtaining a vector,
items of which determine probabilities of selection of an-
other channel, assuming a given time window on a given
channel.
[0010] Preferably, in case when more than one recom-
mendation system is present, wherein based on prede-
fined metrics each recommendation system determines
its own probabilities or recommendations E vector related
to channels, combining combined said vectors of each
recommendation system by an Φ function thereby ob-
taining a final probability Q of a transition from a given
channel to any channel. Preferably, said method further
comprises a step of periodically removing the oldest
records and updating the respective edge matrices M in
response to an expiry of a clock.
[0011] Preferably, after a channel change verifying
memory constraints and in case there is insufficient mem-
ory, deleting one or more of the oldest entries in said
channel changes register and appropriately decrement-
ing its corresponding matrix M.
[0012] Another object of the present invention is a com-
puter program comprising program code means for per-
forming all the steps of the computer-implemented meth-
od according to the present invention when said program
is run on a computer.
[0013] Another object of the present invention is a com-
puter readable medium storing computer-executable in-
structions performing all the steps of the computer-im-
plemented method according to the present invention
when executed on a computer.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] These and other objects of the invention pre-
sented herein, are accomplished by providing a system
and method for television channel zapping. Further de-
tails and features of the present invention, its nature and
various advantages will become more apparent from the
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following detailed description of the preferred embodi-
ments shown in a drawing, in which:

Fig. 1 presents a diagram of a receiver implementing
the method according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 presents a detailed, channel changes data
structure;

Figs. 3A-B present examples of channel transitions
graphs;

Fig. 4A is a detailed view of a matrix associated with
a single edge of a transitions graph;

Fig. 4B shows data representation of a matrix pre-
sented in Fig. 4A;

Fig. 5A presents a method for including local neigh-
borhood while calculating transition probability score
S;

Fig. 5B presents examples of the weights matrix W;

Fig. 6 is an equation for calculating the transition
probability score S related to a given time instant
within a time window;

Figs. 7A-B show examples of calculating the transi-
tion probability score S for a cell associated with a
given time window, depending on a definition of a
weights matrix;

Fig. 8 presents an equation for obtaining a channel
selection probability from the calculated transition
probability score;

Figs. 9A-B refer to calculations of a vector of prob-
abilities associated with a given channel;

Fig. 10 depicts a case where more than one recom-
mendation system is present;

Figs. 11A-B show a method according to the present
invention.

NOTATION AND NOMENCLATURE

[0015] Some portions of the detailed description which
follows are presented in terms of data processing proce-
dures, steps or other symbolic representations of oper-
ations on data bits that can be performed on computer
memory. Therefore, a computer executes such logical
steps thus requiring physical manipulations of physical
quantities.
[0016] Usually these quantities take the form of elec-
trical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, trans-
ferred, combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated

in a computer system. For reasons of common usage,
these signals are referred to as bits, packets, messages,
values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers,
or the like.
[0017] Additionally, all of these and similar terms are
to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities
and are merely convenient labels applied to these quan-
tities. Terms such as "processing" or "creating" or "trans-
ferring" or "executing" or "determining" or "detecting" or
"obtaining" or "selecting" or "calculating" or "generating"
or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer
system that manipulates and transforms data represent-
ed as physical (electronic) quantities within the compu-
ter’s registers and memories into other data similarly rep-
resented as physical quantities within the memories or
registers or other such information storage.
[0018] A computer-readable (storage) medium, such
as referred to herein, typically may be non-transitory
and/or comprise a non-transitory device. In this context,
a non-transitory storage medium may include a device
that may be tangible, meaning that the device has a con-
crete physical form, although the device may change its
physical state. Thus, for example, non-transitory refers
to a device remaining tangible despite a change in state.
[0019] As utilized herein, the term "example" means
serving as a non-limiting example, instance, or illustra-
tion. As utilized herein, the terms "for example" and "e.g."
introduce a list of one or more non-limiting examples,
instances, or illustrations.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0020] The present invention takes into account tran-
sitions between channels and maintains a statistical da-
tabase comprising information on channel changes, in-
cluding a source channel and a destination channel iden-
tification. A channel changes graph may be created,
which also takes into account a particular weekday
and/or time of channel changes.
[0021] It has been observed that channel zapping hab-
its may differ depending not only on time of day but also
depending on weekday. Such information may be used
to create more precise and dynamic prediction of at least
one channel a user may select next in the current context
i.e. current channel, current weekday, current time, cur-
rent user.
[0022] Fig. 1 presents a diagram of the system accord-
ing to the present invention. It focuses on STB compo-
nents. The invention is targeted for any device (100) com-
promising a Data reception block (120) such as a broad-
cast signal (102) reception block (e.g. terrestrial, satel-
lite), External interfaces (130) (such as optional USB sig-
nal (103) interfaces), a Memory (140) and its types
(FLASH (141), RAM (142), HDD (143)), an RCU control-
ler (150) receiving signals (105) from a remote controller,
an A/V block (160) (outputting signals (106) such as video
and audio output), a Clock (170) providing a time refer-
ence. The elements are connected by a data bus (101).
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The aforementioned are typical components of a set-top
box.
[0023] A Controller (110) comprises several units (111
- 116), details of which will be provided in the following
description. These modules are a weight function selec-
tion unit (111), a graph/matrix updating unit (112), a chan-
nel change statistics unit (113), a recommendation unit
(114), a memory limit controller (115) and a channel pre-
diction manager (116), which is aware of a number of
available tuners in the Data Reception Block (120).
[0024] Typically, a Data reception block (120) will be
able to output a give television channel or content in gen-
eral, where there is an available processing path usually
comprising a tuner, a demodulator and a demultiplexer.
Nevertheless, in case of Internet TV a tuner will be re-
placed by a suitable network interface. In some cases a
single tuner may be used to supply data to a plurality of
demultiplexers. In other words, more than one television
signal processing paths may exist simultaneously in the
Data reception block (120).
[0025] The Memory (140) may store computer pro-
gram or programs executed by the Controller (110) in
order to execute steps of the method according to the
present invention.
[0026] Fig. 2 presents a detailed data structure of a
channel change register (200), which is stored in the
channel change statistics unit (113). This register com-
prises information (251) on time instants (211 - compris-
ing date and time) when a channel change (220) occurred
from a source channel (231) to a destination channel
(241).
[0027] The register may be divided into time windows
(252, 253, 254), which influences precision of a matrix
shown in Fig. 4 (i.e. 24h divided by the number of said
time windows). Therefore, there may be current (253),
previous (252) and next (254) time windows based on
current time. For example, at a time instant (213) channel
1 (233) was changed to channel 5 (243).
[0028] Figs. 3A-B present examples of two transitions
graphs showing how, significantly different, they may be
at different times of different weekdays. Fig. 3A shown a
graph for a Monday at 4 p. m. (301) while Fig. 3B shows
a graph for a Friday 7 p. m. (302).
[0029] For example, when channel 2 is the current
channel, in case of Fig. 3A only channels 4 and 6 will be
considered while in case of Fig. 3B, channels 6 and 3
will be considered.
[0030] Fig. 4A is a detailed view of a matrix associated
with a single edge of a transitions graph (see Fig. 3A,
3B). It comprises time windows as rows (250 - 258) and
days of the week in columns (411 - 417) for a transition
from a given source channel to a destination channel.
The time windows (250 - 258) may be sorted in an as-
cending order i.e. according to increasing hours, minutes
of a day.
[0031] Assuming that the time window (255) is the cur-
rent one and it’s Tuesday (412), the cell (431) indicates
a number of transitions (8) between the source channel

and the destination channel as defined by vertices of the
respective graph. Those 8 transitions have been record-
ed in the past at the same time of day and weekday (the
time range of the past may be limited, for example to a
month or quarter of a year or similar)
[0032] In the preceding time window (254) on the same
weekday (Tuesday) 6 transitions have been made in total
(421).
[0033] Therefore, the size of the matrix (451) is the
number of the monitored time windows (250 - 258) mul-
tiplied by 7 (weekdays). Naturally, each of the channel
changes (for example 6 in case of cell (421) is described
in details in the channel change register (200).
[0034] Fig. 4B shows data representation of a matrix
presented in Fig. 4A. Raw data are presented instead of
an abstract representation shown in Fig. 4A. The time
windows may be proportional i.e. 24 hours divided into
8 time windows of 3 hours each.
[0035] Fig. 5A presents a method for including local
neighborhood while calculating transition probability
score S (610) for a cell of a matrix associated with a given
transition from a channel C to a channel D (452) at a
given time instant falling within a current time window
(255) and weekday (414).
[0036] Said neighborhood may have different sizes
(511, 512, 513) so that more or less neighboring data are
taken into account. Preferably, the neighborhood is ex-
pressed by a radius factor expressed by a number of
cells applied vertically and horizontally from a given cent-
er cell. The neighborhood factor may change depending
on time of day or weekday. Thus, a square shape is ap-
plied.
[0037] In Fig. 5A it may also be observed how the
weight matrix W (520) increases its size when said neigh-
borhood factor increases. At R = 0 (511) only the given
cell is taken into account (530, at R = 1 (512), the matrix
W is 3x3 (540) and while calculating the transition prob-
ability score S (610) there are taken into account cells
being direct neighbors of the selected cell, while at R=2
(513) the matrix W (550) is 5x5 (also including second
degree neighbors) and so on so forth.
[0038] Fig. 5B presents examples of the weights matrix
W (520) and in particular it shows weights applied to cal-
culate the transition probability score S (610) i.e. which
neighboring data are more relevant that other.
[0039] At R = 0 (511), the weight (531) does not influ-
ence the process, it is a scalar and may assume any
value greater than 0. At R >= 1 (512, 513) said neighbor-
hood and its influence on the transition probability score
S (610) may be influenced depending on user’s prefer-
ence. For example, the weights matrix W for R = 1 (512)
may be formulated as shown in (541-544) while for R =
2 (513) it may be formulated as shown in (551-553).
[0040] As a general rule, a user may wish to put more
emphasis on neighboring weekdays in the same time
window than on neighboring time windows on the same
weekday.
[0041] Fig. 6 is an equation (1) for calculating the tran-
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sition probability score S (610) related to a given time
instant (t) within a time window, while taking into account
a weights matrix W (520), defining local neighborhood of
a given cell as well as the matrix M (451) itself, associated
with an edge of a graph defining a transition from channel
A to channel B.
[0042] Said equation (1) takes into account cells cross-
ing weekdays, therefore it comprises the modulo operand
as well as carry control (C) in cases when preceding or
following weekday shall be taken into account.
[0043] Figs. 7A-B show examples of calculating the
transition probability score S (610) for a cell associated
with a given time window, depending on a definition of a
weights matrix W (542, 543).
[0044] Assuming that a channel Ch1 is selected, a
weighted sum S is the transition probability score S (610)
of transitioning from the current channel (710) to other
channels (720) i.e. from Ch1 to Ch5 (453), from Ch1 to
Ch3 (454) or from Ch1 to Ch9 (455) is respectively 9,6 or
11,9 (731A, 731B), 2,5 or 3,1 (732A, 732B), 2,5 or 3,6
(733A, 733B). A difference between the (A) and (B) re-
sults are caused by the weights in said weights matrix W
(542, 543), which also influences the resulting probability
of channel selection. This is also illustrated on a section
of a transitions graph (702A, 702B) as well as a table 701.
[0045] An equation, shown in Fig. 8, allows for obtain-
ing a channel selection probability (811) from the calcu-
lated transition probability score S (610). This channel
selection probability is preferably a value in a range from
0 to 1 while 1 being the highest probability.
[0046] This step is optional and allows to bring the re-
sults to a common range in case of for example one or
more additional content recommendation system(s).
[0047] As a result of the foregoing calculations, a vec-
tor (821) is obtained, items of which determine probabil-
ities of selection of another channel by a user, assuming
a given time window on a given channel A. A probability
of selecting channel B is defined by item (811), channel
C (812) ... and channel Z (819). Similarly, other vectors
may be calculated for other channels and time windows.
[0048] Optionally it may be assumed, that a probability
of selecting the channel A (i.e. the current channel) is 0.
[0049] Figs. 9A-B refer to calculations (730A) and
(730B) and obtaining a vector of probabilities associated
with a given channel, in this case Ch1 (720) in a given
time window. The calculations are executed for all re-
maining channels (candidates) a user may switch to (911,
912). The equation (2) is applied in order to obtain a vec-
tor P (921, 922 created from equations: (3.1) - (3.3)
(821-823).
[0050] Fig. 10 depicts a case where more than one
recommendation system is present i.e. the system ac-
cording to the present invention (recommending chan-
nels) as well as at least one other system, which based
on other metrics determines its own probabilities / rec-
ommendations E vector related to channels, in this case
a particular channel ChA (1010).
[0051] As already explained, both vectors may be com-

bined by an Φ (1020) function, which will facilitate obtain-
ing a final probability Q of a transition from a channel A
(1021) to another channel.
[0052] Figs. 11A-B shows a method according to the
present invention. At step (1101) it is checked which
channel is the current channel i.e. typically a currently
tuned channel, which a user is watching.
[0053] At this point the system awaits a channel
change (1102), which is caused by a user, for example
by means of a remote control unit. Such channel selection
(1102) may also be executed due to switching a GUI
window to foreground, starting a multiroom session, a
multiscreen session or starting/stopping a recording.
[0054] After a channel change, at step (1103) channel
transitions statistics are updated i.e. the channel changes
register is updated by adding a row of data identifying
said transition from the source channel to a destination
channel including an associated time. Optionally, mem-
ory constraints may be verified at this stage. In case there
is insufficient memory, one or more of the oldest entries
may be deleted (appropriately decrementing its corre-
sponding matrix M).
[0055] An appropriate matrix on an edge of a transi-
tions graph, related to a transition from channel A to chan-
nel B in a given time window, is incremented (by 1).
[0056] Another, optional source of triggering an action
according to the present method, may be a clock (1104)
reporting expiry of a threshold (1105) aimed at reducing
storage memory requirements of the present method as
well as reducing influence of statistics considered too old
on the final result. Old statistics may be periodically re-
moved at step (1106) and respective edge matrices M
may be updated.
[0057] Subsequently, at step (1107) there is calculated
a transition probability score S (610) from the current
channel to the remaining channels in the current time
window (t). Subsequently, at step (1108) a number of
free tuners (signal reception blocks) is determined, which
may change to other arrangements operating in parallel
i.e. recording, multi-room sessions, software update
download sessions or the like. These free tuners are can-
didate tuners to be used in fast zapping process in the
background.
[0058] Subsequently, optionally at step (1109) there is
determined presence of additional content recommen-
dation system(s).
[0059] In case there is/are not any, at step (1110) the
calculated S values (610) are sorted and f best fits are
selected wherein f matched the number of available tun-
ers so that f best-matching channels may be selected
(1111).
[0060] Otherwise, when there is/are additional recom-
mendation source(s), at step (1120) the calculated S val-
ues (610) are brought to a common range, such as 0 ...
1 and a probability vector S is created as previously ex-
plained.
[0061] Further, at step (1121), there are combined re-
sults from these additional recommendation source(s)
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with the results of the step (1107) into a Q result set using
the Φ (1020) function. The Q result is subsequently sorted
(1122) and f best fits are selected wherein f matched the
number of available tuners so that f best-matching chan-
nels may be selected (1123).
[0062] The "f" most probable channels to be selected
next are stored in memory and this result (1112) is a basis
for setting the available tuners (1130). After this step, the
process returns to step (1101) in order to await further
events.
[0063] The present invention allows to decrease chan-
nel switching times in receivers requiring tuning, synchro-
nization and data parsing prior to outputting audio/video
signals. Therefore, the invention provides a useful, con-
crete and tangible result.
[0064] At least parts of the methods according to the
invention may be computer implemented. Accordingly,
the present invention may take the form of an entirely
hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment
(including firmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.)
or an embodiment combining software and hardware as-
pects that may all generally be referred to herein as a
"circuit", "module" or "system".
[0065] Furthermore, the present invention may take
the form of a computer program product embodied in any
tangible medium of expression having computer usable
program code embodied in the medium.
[0066] It can be easily recognized, by one skilled in the
art, that the aforementioned method for television chan-
nel zapping may be performed and/or controlled by one
or more computer programs. Such computer programs
are typically executed by utilizing the computing resourc-
es in a computing device. Applications are stored on a
non-transitory medium. An example of a non-transitory
medium is a nonvolatile memory, for example a flash
memory while an example of a volatile memory is RAM.
The computer instructions are executed by a processor.
These memories are exemplary recording media for stor-
ing computer programs comprising computer-executa-
ble instructions performing all the steps of the computer-
implemented method according the technical concept
presented herein.
[0067] While the invention presented herein has been
depicted, described, and has been defined with reference
to particular preferred embodiments, such references
and examples of implementation in the foregoing speci-
fication do not imply any limitation on the invention. It will,
however, be evident that various modifications and
changes may be made thereto without departing from
the broader scope of the technical concept. The present-
ed preferred embodiments are exemplary only, and are
not exhaustive of the scope of the technical concept pre-
sented herein.
[0068] Accordingly, the scope of protection is not lim-
ited to the preferred embodiments described in the spec-
ification, but is only limited by the claims that follow.

Claims

1. Method for television channel zapping in a system
comprising more than one television data reception
block (120) capable of processing data of more than
one television channel, the method comprising the
steps of:

• determining a current channel (1101) and
awaiting a channel change request;
• after a channel change (1103) updating chan-
nel transitions statistics in a channel changes
register by adding a record of data identifying
said transition from the current channel to a des-
tination channel including an associated time
and weekday;
• generating a channel transitions graph for the
current channel wherein each vertex of the
graph denotes a different channel and each
edge of said graph comprises a matrix M com-
prising time windows as rows (250-258) and
weekdays as columns (411-417) wherein each
cell is representative of a number of transitions
from a given source channel to a destination
channel;
• calculating a transition probability score S
(610) from the current channel to the remaining
channels in a current time window (t) based on
said matrices;
• determining (1108) a number of free television
data reception blocks (120);
• selecting f best-matching channels (1111) hav-
ing the highest probability score S (610);
• setting one or more free television data recep-
tion blocks (120) to the one or more best-match-
ing channels.

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein said cal-
culating a transition probability score S (610) is
based on a weight matrix (550) taking into account,
based on a radius parameter R, the given cell as well
as the cells being direct neighbors of the selected
cell (512, 513) the matrix W.

3. The method according to claim 1 wherein the method
further comprises a step of bringing the results, of
said probability scores S (610) to a selected range
in case and obtaining a vector (821), items of which
determine probabilities of selection of another chan-
nel, assuming a given time window on a given chan-
nel.

4. The method according to claim 3 wherein in case
when more than one recommendation system is
present, wherein based on predefined metrics each
recommendation system determines its own proba-
bilities or recommendations E vector related to chan-
nels (1010), combining combined said vectors of
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each recommendation system by an Φ (1020) func-
tion thereby obtaining a final probability Q of a tran-
sition from a given channel (1021) to any channel
(1021).

5. The method according to claim 1 wherein said meth-
od further comprises a step of periodically removing
(1106) the oldest records and updating the respec-
tive edge matrices M in response to an expiry (1105)
of a clock (1104).

6. The method according to claim 1 wherein after a
channel change (1103) verifying memory constraints
and in case there is insufficient memory, deleting
one or more of the oldest entries in said channel
changes register and appropriately decrementing its
corresponding matrix M.

7. A computer program comprising program code
means for performing all the steps of the computer-
implemented method according to claim 1 when said
program is run on a computer.

8. A computer readable medium storing computer-ex-
ecutable instructions performing all the steps of the
computer-implemented method according to claim
1 when executed on a computer.

9. A system for television channel zapping, said system
comprising more than one television data reception
block (120) capable of processing data of more than
one television channel, the system being character-
ized in that it further comprises a controller config-
ured to execute all steps of the method according to
claim 1.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. Method for television channel zapping in a system
comprising more than one television data reception
block (120) capable of processing data of more than
one television channel, the method comprising the
steps of:

• determining a current channel (1101) and
awaiting a channel change request;
• after a channel change (1103) updating chan-
nel transitions statistics in a channel changes
register by adding a record of data identifying
said transition from the current channel to a des-
tination channel including an associated time
and weekday;
• generating a channel transitions graph for the
current channel wherein each vertex of the
graph denotes a different channel and each
edge of said graph comprises a matrix M com-

prising time windows as rows (250-258) and
weekdays as columns (411-417) wherein each
cell is representative of a number of transitions
from the current channel to a destination chan-
nel at the corresponding time window and week-
day;
• calculating a transition probability score S
(610) from the current channel to the remaining
channels in a current time window (t) of current
weekday based on said matrices;
• determining (1108) a number f of free television
data reception blocks (120);
• selecting f best-matching channels (1111) hav-
ing the highest probability score S (610);
• setting the free television data reception blocks
(120) to the f best-matching channels

the method being characterized in that

• wherein said calculating a transition probability
score S (610) is based on a weight matrix (550)
taking into account, based on a radius parame-
ter R being a number of cells applied vertically
and horizontally from a given center cell, the cur-
rent channel’s cell, at the corresponding time
window and weekday, as well as the cells being
direct neighbors of the current channel’s cell
(512, 513) in the matrix M.

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein the method
further comprises a step of bringing the results, of
said probability scores S (610) to a selected range
and obtaining a vector (821), items of which deter-
mine probabilities of selection of another channel,
assuming a given time window of a weekday on the
current channel.

3. The method according to claim 2 wherein in case
when more than one recommendation system is
present, wherein based on predefined metrics each
recommendation system determines its own proba-
bilities or recommendations E vector related to chan-
nels (1010), combining combined said vectors of
each recommendation system by an Φ (1020) func-
tion thereby obtaining a final probability Q of a tran-
sition from the current channel (1021) to any chan-
nel.

4. The method according to claim 1 wherein said meth-
od further comprises a step of periodically removing
(1106) the oldest records and updating the respec-
tive edge matrices M in response to an expiry (1105)
of a clock (1104).

5. The method according to claim 1 wherein after a
channel change (1103) verifying memory constraints
and in case there is insufficient memory, deleting
one or more of the oldest entries in said channel
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changes register and appropriately decrementing its
corresponding matrix M.

6. A computer program comprising program code
means for performing all the steps of the computer-
implemented method according to claim 1 when said
program is run on a computer.

7. A computer readable medium storing computer-ex-
ecutable instructions performing all the steps of the
computer-implemented method according to claim
1 when executed on a computer.

8. A system for television channel zapping, said system
comprising more than one television data reception
block (120) capable of processing data of more than
one television channel, the system being character-
ized in that it further comprises a controller config-
ured to execute all steps of the method according to
claim 1.
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